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About VTEST English exams
 

 VTEST English exams accurately place candidates across a 10-level Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) scale.

 The CEFR is an internationally recognized standard for describing language proficiency in all four skill areas: listening, reading, speaking, and writing.

 VTEST English exams are aligned with other English language assessments including TOEIC, TOEFL, and IELTS, and with other language standards and 
frameworks, including ALTE, GSE, and NRS.

 Available online from anywhere, even from home, on 
any device, including computers, tablets, and smart-
phones.

 No appointment needed.

 User-friendly interface providing  
a state-of-the-art assessment experience.

 Instant scoring delivery.

VTEST uses artificial intelligence and machine learning 
to improve assessment effectiveness, security, and 
scoring delivery.

About VTEST English 4SKILLS

Admissions

Certification

Recruitment   

PURPOSES ADVANTAGES HOW IT WORKS 
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How to prepare for a VTEST exam
 

 Read the requirements for the online proctored exam

 Familiarize yourself with the different question types

Even-though, the test design is intuitive, we recommend that you review the material on the 
website, designed to help you for the day of your exam.

Read the VTEST online proctoring requirements

Watch the VTEST online proctoring video tour to 
see what you will have to prepare before your exam 
starts

TAKE THE TIME TO UNDERSTAND HOW IT WORKS

STEP-BY-STEP BEST PRACTICES

1

2

3 4Go through the demo of question types and tips to get 
some advice about how the questions work and how to 
answer them

Take the discovery exam to familiarize yourself with the 
questions, the timer, and the interface

Discover the VTEST exams Discover

https://www.vtest.com/prepare-for-your-vtest-exam/
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Prepare for the day of the exam
 

Make sure you have a valid official ID document  
(passport, driver’s license, national ID card).

CHOOSE THE DEVICE AND BROWSER 
The VTEST platform is available on:
 Computer using Windows with Chrome, Edge, 

Firefox, Opera

 Smartphone using Android with Chrome, Firefox

 Mac using iOS with Chrome, Safari, Opera

 iPhone and iPad (iOS) with Safari

 Linux with Chrome

Make sure you have:
 Access to a quiet space with no one else present

 Between 15–120 minutes, depending on the test  
and your level

 A high-quality and reliable internet connection 
or 4G cellular connection, if using a smartphone

 A device with a front-facing camera (tablet, smartphone, 
or computer with a microphone and speakers)

OFFICIAL VALID ID

EQUIPMENT

The camera and microphone 
settings are dependent on the 
device and web browser you  
are using for your exam.
Making sure your mic and  
camera settings are set  
properly is critical for taking  
the exam.

If you use an iPad, 
please read the spe-
cific instructions in 
the troubleshooting 
section at the end of 

the guide.
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Access the exam 

Personal secure code  
for registered candidates

Secure code requiring  
user identification

In order to access VTEST exams and results,  
a secure code is required. When you receive  
an invitation to a VTEST exam, you will be provided 
with a secure code. Please make sure to have this 
secure code before taking the exam.

In some cases, your test center can send you a free 
code, meaning they are anonymous. In this case, 
you will be asked to fill in your information in case 
your Test Center has not done it already for you.

A single code is created per 
exam and per candidate. A 
candidate cannot use the code 
of another candidate to access 
an exam. 

To help candidates, VTEST provides an 
interface in more than 20 languages.

Secure code requiring 
user identification

In order to access your exam,  
 

Please take the following steps:
Go to https://candidate.vtest.com/

Select your native language in the drop-down menu

Press the START button

Enter your personal secure code

Make sure to complete the ReCAPTCHA procedure

Press the NEXT button

1

3

5

2

4

6

https://candidate.vtest.com/
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Testing your device configuration
 

 Camera check

  Microphone check

After logging in, and before starting the exam, you will be asked to complete video and 
microphone checks, and a security check, which will require taking a photo of yourself and of 
your ID. Your photo will be displayed on your score report.

To be prepared for this process have a look at our video tour on our preparation page. 

ONLINE PROCTORING

Recommendations when testing your microphone 
For exams that assess speaking, we need access to your microphone for the entire 
duration of your exam. Furthermore, we may need to evaluate the quality of your 
recording. For these reasons, you may encounter several microphone recording 
checks. 

Case #1 
A message appears indicating that your voice is too low. In this case, please speak 
louder during the checking phase but also during all the oral questions, or change 
the settings of your microphone, so your voice is heard more clearly.

Case #2 
A message is displayed indicating that your voice is too loud. In this case, please 
lower your voice accordingly in the control phase and during all the oral questions.

Case #3 
A message is displayed indicating that your environment is too noisy. In this case, 
it means that the surrounding noises other than your voice are interfering with the 
recording. Please make sure that you do not have these noises contained within 
your answer to the oral questions, otherwise, your exam could be compromised, 
and you may have to take the exam again. Ensure you have a quiet environment 
during your exam, especially when answering the oral questions.

Additional mic check  
Just before starting the oral question section, we perform a new quality control of 
the recording level. 

Do not continue with the exam if you cannot validate the quality of your recording. 
In this case, you can stop your exam to make new adjustments to your setting and/
or your environment, or change your recording equipment.

https://www.vtest.com/prepare-for-your-vtest-exam/
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Give your consent
 

 Data consent and Privacy policy

The processing of your exam data, as well as your sensitive data, is necessary for the per-
formance of the service (GDPR – ART. 6). Concerning your sensitive data, the processing 
is conditioned by your explicit consent (GDPR – ART. 9). Please read the VTEST Privacy 
Policy.

Your exam is supervised by VTEST as an online proctored exam provider, who will process your 
personal data in the context of the provision of proctoring services and for identity verification 
purposes. 

This includes processing of the following personal data: photos of your ID, multiple photos of 
yourself captured throughout 

Your exam is supervised by VTEST as an online proctored exam provider. VTEST 
will process your personal data in the context of provision of proctoring services 
and for identity verification purposes. 

This includes processing of the following personal data: photos of your ID, mul-
tiple photos of yourself captured throughout the exam, voice and video record-
ings, and facial recognition via artificial intelligence. 

 I hereby explicitly consent to the processing of my abovementioned personal data 
by VTEST for identity verification purposes.                

 I hereby explicitly consent to any data transfer of my personal data if I am located 
outside the European Economic Area (EEA),  in the context of the abovemen-
tioned services.                          

 I hereby confirm that the indicated identity is my own and declare that I am the 
person taking the exam.

Further information about your personal data processing, can be found in our 
privacy policy including how you can withdraw your consent at any time and 
exercise all the rights provided by the applicable legislation.

DATA CONSENT

To take a VTEST exam you will be 
asked to consent to our data process. 
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Take official photos
 

 Photo of the candidate

 Registration and photo of your ID

First, you will take a photo of your face.
Make sure your face is centered in the photo frame.

When taking the photo of your ID, show your ID facing directly  
towards the camera and make sure we can clearly read your name,  
date of birth, nationality, country, and ID number. Make sure  
you show only the ID, and not your face at the same time.
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VTEST online proctoring requirements
 
Once the onboarding process is completed, the instructions will appear on the screen.  
Make sure to read them carefully before starting your exam. 

AS VTEST EXAMS ARE ONLINE PROCTORED, 
Make sure you know and respect the VTEST requirements:
 Stay within the camera’s field of vision with your face, and unobscured

 Do not exit full-screen mode, record, copy, paste, or open another applica-
tion during the exam

 Do not use any external support

 No one else should be in the room with you while you are taking the exam

 Only speak when required

 Your camera and microphone must be on at all times

 Do not use additional screen (only one screen is allowed)

What about your 
exam if you do not 
comply with vtest 

requirements

If you don’t strictly adhere to 
these requirements, your exam 
results will not be delivered.  
To know more about the security 
at VTEST, read the related section.
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Start your exam
 
When accessing this page, it means that the onboarding part is completed and you can now start your 
exam. Make sure you are ready and then press the START button. The window will now open in full-screen 
mode ensuring dedicated additional security considerations.

It is strictly prohibited to exit the full-screen mode 
once you have pressed the START button on this 
page. If you exit the full-screen mode, your exam 
will be blocked. You will be able to relog in 3 times 
without a penalty being given. 

Note that, when you will log in again, the questions 
you saw before leaving will have changed.

DO NOT LEAVE FULL-SCREEN MODE OR EXIT THE EXAM

If you exit the exam more than  
3 times, your exam will be locked. 
If it happens, contact your test 
center to know if they can unlock 
your exam and allow you to log in 
once again.
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Additional security requirements
 
It is strictly prohibited to try to access the exam from different devices at the same time and to use a double 
screen.

 Our system prevents log in from different devices at the same time. 

 If you try to use a double screen, our system will automatically detect it. When detected, your exam will be 
placed as suspicious, and you will be informed during your exam.
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LISTENING & READING TASKS

Question type : Read and answer
Action : Read a text and answer the questions
Skill(s) : Reading
Time for reading the text : 45-120 seconds
Time limit for answering the question : 45-75 seconds

 Read the question and the answer choices carefully

 Eliminate any choices you know are wrong and select 
the best choice from what remains

 Be sure to answer before the timer goes to 0

 It is better to guess than not to answer

FORMAT

TIPS
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LISTENING & READING TASKS

 Read the questions and answer choices before you listen to the audio

 You can replay the audio if there is time remaining on the timer

 Eliminate any choices you know are wrong and select the best choice 
from what remains

 Be sure to answer before the timer goes to 0

 It is better to guess than to not answer

FORMAT

TIPS

Question type : Listen and answer
Action : Listen and answer the questions
Skill(s) : Listening
Time for listening : 45-60 seconds
Time limit per question : 45-60 seconds
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LISTENING & READING TASKS

 Read the answer choices before you play the audio so you will 
know what to listen for

 You can replay the audio if there is time remaining on the timer

 Eliminate any choices you know are wrong and select the best 
choice from what remains

 Be sure to answer before the timer goes to 0

 It is better to guess than not to answer

FORMAT

TIPS

Question type : Listen and answer
Action : Listen and select the correct answer
Skill(s) : Listening
Time limit : 40-75 seconds
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LISTENING & READING QUESTIONS

 Read the question and the answer choices carefully

 Eliminate any choices you know are wrong and select the best 
choice from what remains

 Be sure to answer before the timer goes to 0

 It is better to guess than not to answer

FORMAT

TIPS

Question type : Multiple choice
Action : Read and select the correct answer
Skills : Grammar
Time limit per question : 30 seconds
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LISTENING & READING TASKS

 Read the question before you play the audio, so you will know what to listen for

 Listen to the audio carefully

 Replay the audio if there is time remaining on the timer

 Write in your answer, and check your spelling

 Be sure to answer before the timer goes to 0

 If you are not sure about your answer, write in as much of the answer as you can

FORMAT

TIPS

Question type : Fill in the blank
Action : Listen and write the answer
Skill(s) : Listening and writing
Time limit : 75 seconds
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SPEAKING TASKS – Read aloud

 Practice reading the text aloud once before you press “Start,”  
so that you are familiar with what you will say

 Read the text at a normal speed – not too fast, and not too slow

 If you make a mistake, do not start over from the beginning –  
start again from where you made your mistake

 If you are unfamiliar with a word, do your best to sound it out  
and keep going – don’t waste time on one word

 Be sure to finish reading before the timer goes to 0

FORMAT

TIPS

Question type : Reading fluency
Action : Read the text aloud
Skill(s) : Reading
Time limit : 60 seconds
Number of exercises : 3
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SPEAKING TASKS

 Listen to the audio carefully

 Repeat exactly what you have heard – do not change any words

 You can replay the audio if there is time remaining on the timer

 If you are unsure about what you heard, you should still say what you 
think you heard – it is better to say something than nothing at all

 Be sure to answer before the timer goes to 0

FORMAT

TIPS

Question type : Listen and repeat
Action : Listen and repeat what was said
Skill(s) : Speaking
Time limit : 15 seconds
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SPEAKING TASKS

 Read the question carefully to be sure you understand what you must say

 Use the time given for thinking to practice your answer out loud

 Be sure to speak for the full amount of time you are given – you will be marked 
down if your answer is too short

 Keep track of your speaking time by watching the timer 

 If you do not understand the question, you should still try to answer as best as 
you can – it is better to give a “wrong” answer than to give no answer at all

FORMAT

TIPS

Question type : Speaking proficiency
Action : Read and answer the question
Skill(s) : Speaking
Preparation time : 40-60 seconds
Time limit per question : 45-90 seconds
Number of exercises : 4
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WRITING TASK

 Read the question carefully to be sure you understand what you must write about

 Think about what you will write and how it will be organized

 Make an outline of the points you will make in each paragraph to help you with or-
ganization and focus 

 Be sure to write at least the minimum number of words requested – if your answer 
is too short, you will be marked down

 Check the word counter to keep track of your word count

 Manage your time by watching the timer 

 Try to use a wide range of vocabulary words and grammatical structures

 Be sure to use correct spelling and punctuation

FORMAT

TIPS

Question type : Writing proficiency
Action : Write an answer to a question
Skill(s) : Writing
Time limit for writing : 30 minutes
Number of exercise : 1
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Understand your VTEST English – 4SKILLS Exam
 

 The VTEST English – 4SKILLS test assesses the following skills: listening, reading, speaking, and writing.
 The test is a multistage adaptive test designed to measure proficiency levels from beginner through to advanced levels (A1–C2).  
The test progresses through increasingly more difficult stages and ends when candidates have reached their maximum level of ability.

 The exam is not a pass or fail test and there is no penalty for wrong answers.

You will be provided with different time limits, depending on the questions. For grammar questions, you will only have answer time. 
For speaking questions, written and oral comprehension you will have both preparation time and answer time.

To help you manage the time, the progress bar's color will change from yellow to blue 5 seconds before the time is up.

Your exam will stop once you answer the last writing question.

TIME

LISTENING & READING QUESTIONS 
You will start with a combined written and oral com-
prehension section including an average of 16 ques-
tions per level starting at A1 and moving up to C2.

WRITING QUESTION 
You will be asked to answer 1 question depending on 
your level.

SPEAKING QUESTIONS
The speaking questions include 3 types of exercises:

 Read 4 paragraphs aloud,

 Listen and repeat 6 short sentences,

 Answer 4 open-ended questions based on different 
topics depending on your level.
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VIDEO AND WRITING 
INTERVIEW
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Option – VIDEO & WRITING INTERVIEW
At the end of your English assessment, you may be asked to take our Video & Writing 
Interview, at your Test Center's request.

The interview is composed of one video section and one written section.  
It will not be graded and has no effect on your CEFR score. 

The questions will be set and your answers will be reviewed by your Test Center. You 
may have access to your answers through your results platform at your Test Center’s 
discretion.

Video interview

Writing interview
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SCORES & RESULTS 
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When and how to access my results
VTEST provides automated scoring for all exams, meaning the results are 
available up to 15 minutes after taking the test. 

However, in two cases the results publication can take up to 48 hours max-
imum:

 We have detected suspicious activities during the exam and a supervisor 
must review the exam and make sure all VTEST online proctoring re-
quirements have been respected.

 The quality of some speaking test answers requires additional review.
In some cases, the test centre or the customer which ordered the exam can decide 
to keep the results on their side and ask VTEST to not distribute the results and 
certificates automatically. In that case, you will not be able to access your results on 
the VTEST results platform, and usually, the test center or customer will provide you 
with the results directly. 

Other than the cases mentioned above, you will receive an email to inform you that 
your results are available on the VTEST results platform.

To log in, use the same personal secure code you use when logging in for the exam. 
You can also follow up the status of your exam in the same interface.

https://results.vtest.com/
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UNDERSTANDING VTEST SCORES
Scores are reported on a 10-level CEFR scale from A1 to C2 
and sub-scores by academic and in-practice skills.

 The general CEFR level is a combination of the different 
skills of the test: listening, reading, speaking, and writing.

 VTEST also provides the sub-skills scores, including oral 
comprehension, written comprehension, speaking profi-
ciency, and writing proficiency, and the CEFR descriptors 
(CANDO).

 As part of the results, VTEST provides scores on in-prac-
tice skills: Conversation and Expression.

If you want to know more about VTEST CEFR levels and scores, visit 
our website.

SHARE YOUR RESULTS
Alongside your detailed results on the results platform, 
VTEST provides candidates with two official documents: 
the official test report and the official certificate of 
achievement.
The official test report can be shared with institutions  
as proof of your English proficiency level.

Institutions can verify the authenticity of candidates’  
results on the online score verification platform:

 Log in with a secure code or QR code

 Encrypted score report and official certificate provided  
in an inviolable PDF

 Official test report with a photo of the candidate

Official test reportOfficial certificate of achievement

https://www.vtest.com/understanding-vtest-scores/
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Candidate support 

 If a candidate faces any issue before, during, or after a VTEST exam, they can rely on the Support Center 
where a Q&A with useful and helpful information can be found. 

 If the information in the support center isn’t sufficient for solving your issue, please contact your test center. 
You can find the contact details of your test center in your invitation email.

 If you receive an email from VTEST indicating the security of your test has been compromised, you have 2 months 
to file an appeal, if you think the decision that has been made regarding your exam is unjustified or due to an exter-
nal factor.

 The appeal deadline and the security compromised notification can be found on the email and in the  
score verification platform.

 To file an appeal, you must go to the VTEST website and access the appeal form from the support center.

 Sometimes an iPad considers itself to be a desktop when using Safari. In that case, select "Request Mobile Website" 
from the "aA" dropdown menu to the left of the URL field.

To know more about settings and configuration,  
please visit our Support Center. 

I HAVE A QUESTION OR I AM FACING AN ISSUE WITH MY EXAM

THE SECURITY OF MY EXAM WAS COMPROMISED & I DON’T 
AGREE WITH THE DECISION THAT HAS BEEN MADE 

SPECIFIC SETTINGS FOR IPAD

When contacting your test 
center about an issue, make 
sure to include your secure 
code.

Support

https://www.vtest.com/support-center/
https://results.vtest.com/
https://www.vtest.com/vtest-exam-appeal-form/
https://www.vtest.com/support-center/
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PRIVACY POLICY

 VTEST complies with the confidentiality standards relating 
to the European data protection law entitled General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR). 

 VTEST understands the importance of providing its users 
with an environment where they feel safe. VTEST policies 
on user data protection adheres to the highest requirements 
of European law.

Read more about our privacy policy.

GDPR AT VTEST

 VTEST provides candidates online access to a portfolio of 
exams in a secure environment. As part of its activities and 
to ensure the absence of fraud during the tests, VTEST must 
process sensitive data within the meaning of the GDPR. 
This sensitive data is biometric data because it is intended 
to enable the identification of a single person.

 VTEST makes every effort to ensure its compliance with the 
GDPR and to ensure respect for the rights and freedoms 
of data subjects. Thus, if there is no suspicion of fraud, the 
sensitive data are destroyed within 48 hours after the deliv-
ery of the result. This period shall be increased to 6 months 
in case of suspicion of fraud. Furthermore, to avoid any risk 
of security breach, VTEST does not share this data with 
anyone, not even with test centers and accredited partners.
Personal data necessary to guarantee the validity of the test 
The processing of your exam data, as well as your sensitive data, 
is necessary for the performance of the service (GDPR – ART-6). 
Concerning your sensitive data, their processing is conditioned by 
your explicit consent (GDPR – ART 9).

https://www.vtest.com/privacy-policy/
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Security at VTEST

SECURE INTERNET ENVIRONMENT
 Log in with a secure code

 Secure online testing interface available on multiple browsers

 Test starts in full-screen mode and exiting it stops the test

 No plugin to download

ONLINE PROCTORING USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE  
AND HUMAN SUPERVISORS IN CASE OF SUSPICION

 Artificial intelligence using sensor and transactional data

 Consistent security protocol including ID verification, photo, candidate 
screening, and human review (in case of suspicion detected)

 Video & writing interview for an even more secure review

ADAPTIVE TESTING WITH MULTI-VERSIONING  
AND ITEM MIXING

 Adaptive testing with multi-versioning and item mixing  
making each test session unique

 Each question is selected randomly

 The test stops at the candidate’s level

ONLINE SCORE VERIFICATION PLATFORM PROVIDING 
SECURE, ENCRYPTED SCORE REPORTS AND OFFICIAL 
CERTIFICATES

 Log in with a secure code or QR code

 Encrypted score report and official certificate provided  
in inviolable PDF

 Score report with photo of the candidate when using online  
or onsite proctoring

VTEST recognizes that secure test results are very important to both candidates and institutions. For this reason,  
VTEST invested in different areas to provide a multi-factor secure exam.
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Candidates with disabilities
ACCESSIBILITY AND TRANSPARENCY FOR ALL
Our mission is to offer state-of-the-art assessment solutions at an 
affordable price. We care for people with disabilities and visual impair-
ments and provide you with the world’s most advanced accessibility 
technology. VTEST makes every effort to ensure the transparency of 
the data processing and aims to comply with the highest confidentiality 
standards in each country.

WE CARE FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Our accessibility technology helps those suffering from visual impair-
ment, dyslexia, and auditory problems. The solution is embedded in our 
testing platforms which support 40 languages.

STANDARDS & COMPLIANCE FOR ONLINE ASSESMENT

 VTEST goes above and beyond many regulatory requirements.

 VTEST’s best-in-class accessibility solutions ensure the testing plat-
form is ADA and WCAG 2.1 compliant. The WCAG offers recom-
mendations in the form of ‘checkpoints’ for design practices. In addi-
tion to this, the VTEST solution is also in conformity with European 
accessibility standards. 

PROCESSES AND SOLUTIONS FOR PEOPLE THAT REQUIRE 
A SPECIFIC EXAM ENVIRONMENT
If you need a specific exam environment, ask the test centers  
to provide you with a dedicated solution. It can take up to 2 weeks  
to provide the candidate with the appropriate solution.
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Official test report

Photo of the candidate

Points to work on

In-practice skills
Combination of several skills 
to evaluate Conversation and 
Expression

Test information
Online proctoring indicates the exam is highly secured

Overall score

Score correspondence to other 
tests and standards 

Combined CEFR descriptors per skill

Sub-scores by skills

Qr code to access the digital version

Secure pdf protected by encryption: 
cannot be modified or exported 

Official test report – page 1 Official test report – page 2
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Score verification platform
Select the exam, get your results, download your certificates and review your interview.

Anna DUPONT
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YOU ARE NOW READY TO TAKE 
YOUR EXAM WITH VTEST
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